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HOPE. BELIEF. CREATE.

ABOUT THIS EDITION
Meri Art, Meri Pehchan
“You use a glass mirror to see your face; you use works
of art to see your soul.”
- George Bernard Shaw

Irrespective of one’s social standing, or a given economic and
cultural profile, people often preserve and express the myriad
dimensions of their identities through given bodies of ‘Art’.
For an artist, Expressive and Performative Arts, beyond a
practiced vocation is perceived as a sign of acceptance of who
they are, or an organic process of ‘becoming’ whom they want
to be.
From a gendered lens, identities are viewed as a fluid
characterization of how one sees themselves in the world.
Team Swabhiman aims to unpack and understand how
individuals have been using different works of art across
creative industries in the organised and unorganised landscape
through our edition, ‘Meri Art Meri Pehchaan.’ Our focus in
part one of this edition lies on the stories of artists working as
part of a more privileged, ‘organised’ working class.

While movements such as ‘Modernism’ and ‘Expressionism’
have challenged traditional artistic practices in the process of
(re)inventing Art itself, gendered notions in stereotyping an
artist and their experiences, is less discussed and highlighted in
the mainstream.
Moving away from the binary, often several people do not have
the access to a vocabulary that allows them to communicate
about themselves to the world – a world that exposes to a
constant process of ‘Othering’. Arts, through different
expressive and performative forms, evolve as a useful vehicle
for highlighting such social conditionings and explain what it
feels to be the ‘other’.
This Edition highlights the journey of a few individuals, who
have adopted a creative ‘art’ field as an important tool to
transcend the limitations of 'traditional views’, while finding a
means to express themselves through Art as a form of
‘Artivism’. ‘Artivism’, as we observe and believe for many, is
becoming an important juncture of streamlining and
converging gender, identity, through art and entrepreneurial
pursuits.
Team Swabhimaan has curated this first part of the edition on
“Meri Art Meri Pehchaan” highlighting the intersectionality
between some of these themes.

This Edition covers the story of Parul Bajoria, the founder and
CEO of Miharu, a legacy of the 400-year old ‘Dokra’ craft
which reinvents, not only its products but also the gendered
practices which are attached with the tradition, in order to
make its way to the modern markets and the modern society
alike.
Another inspiring story is that of Tara Anand, an illustrator and
visual artist who closely engages with the concept of
‘Artivism’ to battle prejudices and express pride, associated
with her identity of being a woman.
In similar light, the team had a chance to interview Patanjali
Bhati, an Indian contemporary artist who expresses herself
through the concept of ‘Meditative Art’. She further teaches
the same, in order to bridge the gap between art and meaning
by encouraging people to find strength in their passion,
identity and self.
Through these three interviews, we present to you our second
edition of Swabhimaan, an endeavour growing strongly in
order to facilitate demystifying entrepreneurship and the many
challenges gendered prejudices bring with it.
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SAMVAAD
In conversation with Ms Parul Bajoria

Ms Parul Bajoria is the CEO and Founder of Miharu, a social enterprise that
crafts handmade brass jewellery and handloom silk dupattas using Dokra, the
4000-year old art form. Miharu attempts to fuse authentic classics into modern
contemporary art and work with local skilled craftsmen to bring it to life. They
want to give everyone the opportunity to wear an impact - an aesthetically
pleasing product that is connected to our roots. Since her college days, she
wanted to something valuable in the creative sector. Living in a small town in
West Bengal, she was presented the opportune moment to work with
craftsperson who are preserving the legacy of Dokra.

Miharu's Website
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"It was about doing something meaningful for others as well as
yourself. Since the beginning, I was a creative person. Having
married in a rural handicraft-rich place, Baku, I realised I
wanted to sit with the local craftsmen and women and make
products that are utility-based for the urban clientele."

"Modern designs that are appealing to urban clientele need to be
incorporated into traditional crafts to make them more saleable."
"Dokra Art is traditionally a male-dominated craft but now we see
an involvement of women in the field too, whom Miharu supports,
through training and capacity building."
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"We have a skilled in-house team that promotes in-person
skill development of women from rural areas of Durgapur.
They come in groups of 15-20 and our team teaches them
free of cost. Before the pandemic, interested women used to
come to our unit for in-house classes and we gave them raw
material and taught them to make jewellery, thereby
introducing them to the demand of the modern market
which is an important accomplice to skill development."
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"Therefore, economic independence and skill-acquirement are
important to establish a larger ecosystem of independence
and self-growth which leads to lateral growth of family and
communities, as many of these women go on to establish selfhelp groups for other females in society."

Click here for full interview:
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UMEED
WITH
TARA
ANAND
Tara Anand is an illustrator and a
visual

artist

from

Bombay.

Currently pursuing her BFA from
the School of Visual Arts in New
York, she engages in femaledriven

narratives.

She

draws

inspiration from history, books
and her surroundings. Some of her
past clients include The New
Yorker,
Bazaar

Vogue
India,

India,

Harper

Bloomsbury

Publishing UK and The Indian Film
Festival LA.
book

Tara authored the

'Warrior Women' which

narrates the stories of 12 women
warriors, rulers and powerhouses
through Indian history.

https://www.taraanandart.com
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What does art mean to you? Can you talk about one project/piece that gave you immense
satisfaction while pursuing it and the reason behind the same.
It’s a means of expression but also a way of thinking things through for me. I’m working on a
project for school which is a series of paintings based on Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small
Things. I feel like the project is pushing me to explore the book in ways I’ve never approached a
written text (I love to read, it’s a big influence on my work) and pushing me to explore my
painting practice in more experimental ways.

#MyFirstPeriod Campaign involving stories from young girls in Zimbabwe

Drawing from your own gendered experience in this industry and the approach that you take
with your illustrations, where do you think the line between the personal and political is
drawn?
To be frank, I haven’t had too many negatively gendered experiences in the industry. This
obviously comes from the fact that my background is one of privilege and I’m able to express
myself without the scrutiny of some of my counterparts from more vulnerable sections of
society. In that, I don’t think there is much of a line between personal and political. Politics and
the way the world works, affects all of our lives and therefore the work we make. Furthermore,
who we are, how we grew up, how the world treats us all have an effect on the work we make and
how it is received.
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illustration for a piece on Why Black Women are
Increasingly Seeking Plastic Surgery

Your portfolio is very impressive with some of your clients including The New
Yorker, Vogue India, Harper Bazaar to name a few. What has been the process of
getting your work published in collaboration with such known platforms? What
has your support system looked like in this journey?
I’m so glad these questions were clubbed together haha! I’m naturally a fairly
reserved person, not one to reach out with my portfolio or ask for opportunities
but I have a really great set of friends who’ve pushed me to post pieces online that I
otherwise wouldn’t have, send me art director’s contacts to reach out to with my
portfolio and look over any emails I get about projects to tell me to ask for more
money. To answer the first part more concretely, social media has been how almost
all the people who’ve hired me have found my work. The other smaller group has
been people I reached out to with my portfolio who got back to me when they had a
job that was a fit for my work!
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Warrior Women, published by Tulika Publishers has been both authored and
illustrated by you and is dedicated to an audience of 6-8 years old children. How do
you convey female driven narratives to children? What in your opinion should artists
keep in mind when they are responsible for shaping narratives for such young
audiences?
Tulika helped me a lot with the writing and they obviously know their stuff about
writing stories for children! For me, it was important not to dumb the stories down for
children even though some of them were situated in the complex circumstances of
religious conflict, colonialism and caste. Intersectionality is essential in portraying the
stories of women from diverse backgrounds because the children reading them are also
going to be from a variety of circumstances.
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What would you like to tell aspiring artists who seek for acceptance and validation and have
been unable to receive so. Similarly, what has been your experience with facing rejection?
I think its important to listen to critique when its constructive so if you’ve faced rejection make
it a point to look into why. Sometimes your work is not a good fit (rather than it being not good
enough). Regardless, if you’re making art, chances are you’re doing it because you want to and
so other people’s reactions, good or bad, should have little effect on what you make and how
you make it!

Credits - thehundredwomenproject

Considering that you are still pursuing your bachelors, where do you see illustrations in
female driven narratives as you currently engage with shape in the long run?
I think consistency is the key with highlighting female narratives. I’d like to be more
collaborative, especially because some stories are not mine to tell and there are artists who can
do it better. I’m currently working on a project called the Hundred Women Project where we
get artists from different countries to pick and illustrate the stories of 10 women from their
cultures!
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A Journey of Combining Colours, Brush
Strokes, Mindfulness and Serenity
An interview with Patanjali Bhati

Patanjali Bhati’s work is a result of a culmination of mindful strokes rendered in the
present moment. An interest in Buddhist beliefs and theosophy has come to play a
significant role in her art. A Bachelor in Fine Arts from Maharaja Sayajirao
University of Baroda and a Post Graduate in Art Direction from FTII, Pune, she has
cultivated a peculiar 'one stroke' technique that reflects Expressionistic themes.
Along the way, her work has found inspiration in Traditional Japanese Sumi-e
Painting, Minimalism and Buddhist Theosophy. Sprinkled with metaphors, her art
has an uncanny ability to tread the energy and undertoned emotions that are inlaid
within its aesthetics. She also conducts 'Introduction to Meditative Art' workshops
to impart the idea of discovering and creatively engaging with the present moment,
as a means of entering vigorously into life, with the strength generated by the
energy of mindfulness.
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How did you enter the artistic world
and what inspired you to start this
beautiful journey? What were the
initial challenges that you faced?
Although

I

have

painted

since

childhood and was well acquainted
with the positive effect that painting
had on my mind, it took time for me
to truly understand the power and
mystery of art. By the time I was in
art school, I knew intuitively that
techniques of painting can be taught,
but the subject that one chooses to
speak through their art can only come
from a place deep within. And that
cannot be taught. So I rather chose to
learn the techniques I did not have
any knowledge of at that time.
Hence, I specialised in Applied Art, at
the Faculty of Fine Arts, MSU Baroda.

A similar exploration took me to FTII, Pune where I specialised in Art Direction and learnt the
language of film making. To grow as an artist, I feel it is important to be able to tell a truth and
to be able to do that – one needs to first know the truth, and that process takes time. While
pursuing this truth, which in my case I arrived at very gradually, I had the time to learn the
techniques of many media forms, be it film making, graphic designing, meditation, and my first
love, painting. Running through it all, there is a fine thread of a commitment to expressing,
which brought me to tell the truth of my life experiences, and to hold my voice up even when it
would have been convenient to keep shut, to go to my artwork with whatever it is that I’m
feeling, and to stay in a place of non-judgement towards myself, and through that towards my
art in the process of creating.
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Throughout the years, what all elements have inspired your artwork?
Painting Plein air in nature has had a huge role to play in inspiring not just the subject
matter of my artwork but has also motivated the exploration of the deeper aspects of
reality. Life experiences that lead me to know my own strife have definitely fed my artmaking. I have turned to paint at times when I’ve had nowhere else to go. And sometimes
instantly, and on other occasions, over a period of a few years, but almost always, the
painting whispers a knowing that I once sought dearly. I also have much gratitude for the
great artists, philosophers, physicists, psychologists who have left such a marvel of art,
literature and science not only in the form of their creations but also in testimonies of their
artistic journeys for generations to come.
You have done extensive work on Meditative Art, please enlighten us about that.
Yes, I wish to clarify that Meditative Art is not so much an aspect of the subject matter, as
much as it is the state of mind that one encompasses while creating artwork. It is about
bringing the meditative quality of mind to the artwork. Over the years, a culmination of –
artworks of Japanese Sumi-e paintings and calligraphy, Buddhist philosophy and the
Direct Path of Adwaita Vedanta have informed the perpetual development of my
approach to Meditative Art. I also conduct online Meditative art workshops and art
modules to introduce this style of art-making to students and adults. Through it, I’ve had
the opportunity to witness its healing effect and the creative liberation it affords to the
participants.
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How has Art helped you to set up an
establishment for yourself in society?
“Art is a way of life. And our life is the way our
mind is.” The Meditative Art approach has seeped
into my way of living. Once I decided that Art is
what I want to create in my life, everything
became easy. Definitely not to the people looking
from outside, but to my own awareness of
experience. I moved to the Himalayas three years
ago from Bombay and set up my studio space
here. I had the realisation that being close to
nature and a village lifestyle is more suitable for
my creative pursuits. It has been a great decision
for sure! What society does is, it presents
challenges to an artist. What an artist does with
these challenges is, she walks the thin line
between acceptable and unacceptable, always by
conquering the fear of crossing over. The only
way to do that is to know yourself thoroughly
that no societal pressure can curb the message
that you are meant to convey. Art is about
knowing the ways of seeing and knowing the
ways of saying.
Do you think there are any gender disparities in the Art industry? What challenges do you
think women in this field face both professionally and personally?
I feel that gender disparities exist across professions, globally. The sooner we face this reality,
the better chance we have at creating a balanced society, directed towards growth, not division.
We are living in a world where people’s perceptions of themselves are filtered by the number of
Facebook and Instagram likes and followers. In other words, we are all looking for approval
elsewhere. In studies conducted by Caroline Mc Hugh of Ideology, she mentions the fact that it
is most commonly women who suffer from this affliction of approval addiction. A free-thinking
mind is a threat to conformity. Now imagine a group of people who have thrived based on the
conformity of another group of people. You don’t have to look too far in time and place to
conclude. Despite that, as women are finding the strength to express and build on their
experiences, there is also a need to check empirically that the causes we lend our voice to, are
in fact, of service and benefit to humanity.
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Apart from that, an artist of any gender can face other disparities in the art industry about
establishing connections in a tight gallery circuit, the art school one does or doesn’t come from,
and more importantly in procuring the financial means to support their creativity.
Even though Indian society has progressed, but the Art industry still remains an
unconventional industry, what do you think holds it back?
There is no certificate that can declare you as – An Artist. Doing the work makes one an artist.
And continuing to do the work keeps the artist going. Arriving at this logic afforded me a shift of
perspective and allowed me to not hold myself back whilst thinking of making a career in Art. I
hope this helps someone who is feeling held back. Powerful art gives us a taste of Nature’s
eternity and in doing so it has the ability to introduce us to an aspect of our own self. In India,
art is now coming up in unconventional ways whether it is graffiti art, installation art, stop
motion animation, virtual reality, etc. Artists are exploring newer mediums as they are emerging.
The financial support and the funding of such projects need to advance.
Sponsors who are passionate about artmaking and who have the capacity to fund
artists,

artist

residency

should

come

forth

and

programmes
claim

this

untapped arena and give a chance to
newcomers who reflect talent, awareness,
and most importantly have something
worthwhile to say.
How do you see yourself in a few years?
I see myself exploring the medium of
Installation Art in the near future and
hope to continue to build and strengthen
my voice through various mediums in
order to express truths as and when I
come upon them. I also hope to create a
mountain-top collaborative Art Space for
women artists practising across genres, in
India.
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Along with the artistic endeavours, you have also established yourself in Graphic
Designing as well as Travel Photography, what message do you have for young women
who look forward to making a mark in this arena?
Creativity requires freedom, be it financial, emotional or physical. I realised soon in my
journey that I cannot be painting while thinking of selling it at the same time. For me, it
ends up being counter-productive because the artwork has not been approached in the
right frame of mind. I felt that to put all the pressure of earning on one’s primary
creative activity is asking for too much, too soon. So I explored opportunities where I
could continue to be creative, if not with paint, then with a camera, or on design software.
To the young women, I say, the world is a gold mine of talent that has lived and shared
freely of their journeys. The dynamics of learning have also changed drastically in this
period of internet connectivity. There is no excuse for our passions to remain unexplored.
It requires an inward journey to understand what one needs to grow and to have the
courage to choose what is right by oneself despite the condemnation expressed by wellmeaning people, who care but are not you. They do not understand your choices, and they
don’t have to. To build a sense of non-reactivity to the approval or disapproval of others is
a major part of the work of an artist. And to have the courage to choose your curiosity
over your fears is the other. I hope you find some food for thought in this and wish you
the best!

patanjalibhati.com
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Swabhimaan is a joint initiative undertaken by the
Centre for New Economics Studies and Start-up JGU. It
aims to bring out stories of success and positive evolution
from gendered hurdles in the entrepreneurial spirit of
creation and self-respect. The Team would like to thank
all the interviewees who made the second Issue of
Swahimaan successful.

Contact Us:
swabhimaan.space@gmail.com

